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I. Introduction

In his *Politics in the Ancient World* Moses Finley had this to say of Cicero's *Republic* (p. 128): 'Like Mommsen, I find the central idea of the *Republic* "as unphilosophical as unhistorical" and I am not persuaded otherwise by the unending flood of adulatory commentaries. In a footnote he added (p. 128 n. 17): 'As an extreme illustration of the nonsense Cicero continues to evoke, I submit the still regularly cited book by V. Pöschl, *Römischer Staat und griechisches Staatsdenken bei Cicero* (Berlin, 1916), which concludes (p. 173) that the *Republic* "fused into one the Roman empire, perhaps the greatest creation of that world, and the philosophy of Plato, the most sublime spiritual creation of antiquity". Cicero's attempt to represent Scipio's Rome as the ideal city annoys most historians and leaves philosophers cold. So when Finley went on to dub as "mere rhetoric" what Mommsen had called "a singular mongrel compound of history and philosophy" he was preaching to the converted, at any rate so far as an English-speaking readership was concerned.

This chapter aims to rehabilitate the *Republic* in the reader's esteem. I shall not try to salvage the marriage of history and philosophy which has so moved the ire of the critics. Instead I shall focus on something no less fundamental, namely the definition of *res publica* as *res populi* which launches the argument of the whole work. My principal proposal relating to the definition has two

These versions of this chapter were presented to seminars in London, Oxford, and Cambridge. I am grateful to all three audiences for their comments; particular thanks are due to Jonathan Barnes, Oswyn Murray, Quentin Skinner, and above all Margaret Atkin. Giada Bertini kindly sent me a set of queries on the penultimate draft, which have induced a number of last changes. I have annotated the chapter accordingly. Modern works mentioned in text or notes are collected in the bibliography; for further literature see the extensive bibliographies in Bickner and Datson.
dimensions. First, I shall maintain that the definition has a quite specific function in the dialogue, namely to operate as a criterion of legitimacy. Its introduction is designed to furnish the grounds of a distinction between constitutions/politikae/sets-ups, "regimes" (in Straussians parlance) that are legitimate and those that are not. Second, I shall claim that this interest in discriminating between set-ups on grounds of legitimacy is a distinctively Roman and Ciceroan input into the theory of Rep., not one inherited from whatever Greek models Cicero was using.

Finley's remarks on the Republic occur in the final chapter of his book, entitled "Idolology". The main thesis argued in that chapter is the proposition that ancient political thought differs strikingly from early modern in having no general or fundamental preoccupation with the problem of the legitimacy of government or governments. It is a typical early modern view that individual men have natural rights to life and liberty, whereas the state or the commonwealth is an artificial creation which legitimately exercises a claim to obedience on our part and requires surrender of freedoms only on certain conditions, e.g. if we give our consent and its claims are minimal. The most memorable enunciation of this theme as the central issue in political philosophy is of course on the first page of Rousseau's Du Contrat Social.

Je veux chercher si, dans l'ordre civil, il y ait quelque règle d'administration légitime et sûre, en prenant les bornes tels qu'ils sont, et les lois telles qu'elles peuvent être . . . l'homme est né libre, et partout il est dans les fers. Tel est le maître des autres, qui ne laisse pas d'être plus esclave qu'eux. Comment ce changement s'est-il fait? Je l'ignore. Qu'est-ce qui peut le rendre légitime? Je crois pouvoir répondre à cette question.

In classical antiquity, by contrast, Finley found evidence of a concern with legitimacy in only a few Athenian literary productions of the latter part of the fifth century bc and the beginning of the fourth: the Antigon, the Orfeo, the private peace struck by Dicaeopolis in the Acharnians (p. 125). The arguments and ideas of these works were not echoed in the general historical record, nor in the political philosophies of Plato and Aristotle—although Finley thought this ambiguous in its significance, since Plato and Aristotle "worked and wrote on a level of philosophical abstraction, sophistication and generalisation that was not only beyond the reach of their fellow-men but was also unsuitable" for reconstructing what "Greek generally understood by legitimacy, political obligation or proper political behaviour" (p. 124).

Not everyone will agree that Aristotle's political thought is so remote from common Greek views; and his philosophical method was of course designed to ensure that proper account is taken of opinions in good standing. The fact that for Aristotle there could be no radical question over the legitimacy of government may therefore tell us something not just about him but about general Greek attitudes. Relative to our concerns two things Aristotle takes to be basic truths are of decisive importance: the propositions (a) that men and women are naturally adapted to community, and (b) that every form of community has an appropriate form of rule—despotic, monarchical, political, as the case may be. There is accordingly no general problem of legitimacy for the commonwealth and its claims to rule, even though one can dispute which forms of rule are good or correct in what circumstances, and above all one can consider who deserves to rule. That someone must rule who deserves to do so is not questioned. Aristotle's position is therefore in as stark an opposition to Rousseau's as could be imagined.

If there was anyone in classical antiquity for whom this Aristotelian view constitutes the perfect ideology, it was the citizens of the Roman Republic as described by Finley, who stresses the pervasive influence of war in their lives: a Roman spent much of his active life on campaign under orders, bound by the sacramental oath of loyalty to his general (pp. 129–30). Finley comments (p. 130):

This encourages me to believe that obedience to the authorities became so deeply imbedded in the psyche of the ordinary Roman citizen that it carried over into his explicitly political behaviour. As with the Spartans, that enforced acceptance of the system to the degree that there was no genuine political discussion (as distinct from disagreements over specific policies directly affecting class interests). I find it inconceivable, for example, that a citizen of Athens or of many other Greek city-states would have allowed the senatus consultum ultimum to be introduced by the Senate without any serious challenge, and certainly no fundamental challenge, to its legitimacy.

This for Finley legitimacy was not usually on the agenda of political discussion in antiquity, least of all at Rome; and certainly not in Cicero's Republic, whose appeal to the ancestral constitution
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attempts, albeit desperately, to reinforce unthinking acceptance of the legitimacy of the set-up it is recommending (cf. p. 133).

Finley's general characterisation of Roman politics and the political mentality of the Roman citizen would be vigorously disputed by other ancient historians. I confine my own contrary argument to the Republic. I shall contend that Cicero does here raise fairly explicitly a question about legitimacy that is never broached in Greek political philosophy, not even at the Crito. And I shall suggest that it is the distinctive Roman concept of res publica which provides the logical space for the question.

II. Res Publica

The expression 'res publica' in Cicero, as in Latin authors and texts both before and after him, has a notoriously elastic range of uses. It is 'public spirited activity', 'public affairs/business', 'the public interest', 'the community [sic. as the prime locus of public activity/the prime beneficiary of the public interest]', 'the community constituted by the civitas or populus', and—particularly in rousing patriotic contexts—the country. There are as many things that it is not.

It is not the Republic, i.e. as contrasted with the Principate or the autocratic system of government of the Principate. Nor is it necessarily republican, if 'republican' entails 'not monarchical', for Cicero allows kingship to be one of the status or organizational set-ups acceptable for res publica, as in the early history of Rome recounted in book 2. In 5.2 he utters his famous lament: 'noster enim vitis, non caro aliquo, res publicam verbo retinuimus, re ipse vero iam praeidem amisimus' ('For by our own fault, not by any accident, we keep the res publica in name, but in reality we have long since lost it'). Taken out of context this looks as though it could be saying: all that remains of the republic/republican system of government is the name—in reality we have chaos/tyranny. What Cicero is actually bemoaning is the neglect of ancient customs and the absence of public spirited individuals to maintain and develop them. As so often in Roman writers, the focus is moral rather than constitutional: in this case the loss of a common experience and commitment which shaped and stiffened character.

The Loeb translation of the Republic frequently renders 'res publica' as 'the State'; the German title for the dialogue is 'der Staat'. Stark's useful dissertation 'Res publica' has a final section entitled 'Entwicklung von res publica zur Bedeutung 'Staat'''. In both the emergence of the concept of the state is a topic for historians of Renaissance and early modern, not ancient, political thought. But for review of controversy on the subject I refer the reader to Quentin Skinner's recent essay 'The State'. What is of special interest in his argument for us is its suggestion that the decisive move towards the idea of the state consists in the abandonment of something fundamental to Cicero's treatment of res publica. So long as the powers of the community, if exercised by a prince or a magistrate, are regarded on Cicernian principles as simply entrusted to him, there is no logical space for the idea of a state or commonwealth distinct from the people or the community. But where it is held, as e.g. by Suarez in the early seventeenth century, that political powers involve a transfer ('translatio') of the people's sovereignty—not so much delegation as alienation—a logical gap opens up between the powers of a community of citizens and those of a distinct impersonal authority, even if vested in a prince or magistrate, which is now in the sense indicated absolute. Skinner notes the difficulties advocates of the absolutist view had in setting on an appropriate name for this authority or Lethean. But he argues that during the course of the seventeenth century, English authors in particular gravitated more and more to the 'state'. And by the time of Hume and Rousseau, 'the state' and its equivalents in other languages have become the focus of political discourse throughout Western Europe, even though Hobbesian absolutism still had to battle against rival ideologies. This is not the place to recommend or dispute Skinner's specific story. Suffice it to note that on his findings, as on those of earlier investigators, the origins of the concept of the state lie within a particular historical matrix of political change and of associated shifts in vocabulary occasioned by theoretical attempts to cope with it. The burden of proof accordingly rests on those who would ascribe an idea of the state to Cicero and Tacitus to identify a comparable matrix in ancient Rome which would support the ascription.

---

2 This section depends heavily on the work of Stack (1967 (1937)), Beesley (1957), and Sauerbrey (1977).
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There is no neat correspondence between ‘res publica’ and a Greek equivalent. When in inscriptions the Romans found it necessary to translate ‘res publica’ into Greek, the favoured expression chosen was τὰ δημόσια πράγματα, ‘public affairs’: a literal-minded rendering which catches no real resonances in Greek political ideology. One might have thought that τὸ κοινὸν, ‘the community’, ‘the comonality’—in e.g. τὸ κοινὸν τῶν Πολιτῶν, ‘the community of the Ionians’ (Hist. 5, 109) or τὸ κοινὸν Μακεδονῶν, ‘the community of the Macedonians’ (IG XI 4, 1102)—would have been a better bet, although here the assertion of community is often rather more forced (implying the unity of a plurality of regions or cities) than in talk of the ‘res publica’ at Rome. Or τὸ κοινὸν διαδοχαίσθερον, ‘the common good’, advantage’, which of course is a key notion in Aristotle’s political philosophy (cf. also τὸ κοινὸν αὐθεντικόν, Polyt. 6. 8. 3). The Pro Sestio (just before Rep.) apparently favoured this equivalence, in speaking of ‘res ad communem utilitatem, quae publicae appellatur’ (91). In entitling his dialogue De Republica Cicero obviously means us to think of Plato’s πολιτεία. But ‘res publica’ does not for him ordinarily or standardly mean πολιτεία, ‘constitution’ or ‘set-up’. When he wants to indicate that the subject of the work is to be the best constitution, he announces it as ‘optimus status civilitas/res publica’ (Rep. 1. 33, Leg. 1. 15), and regularly employs similar locutions such as ‘formas/modus/genus ret publicae/resum publicarum’. It is true that he speaks e.g. of a ‘popularis’ or ‘regalis res publica’, but I take this to be a sort of shorthand for ‘genus popularis/regalis res publicae’, as for example at Rep. 2. 42 (‘reum publicam, quae ex tribus generibus illis, regali et optimatiae populari confusa modicem’) and 2. 43 (‘regalis genus civitatis’). Here, as in other contexts in Rep., ‘civitas’ functions as a synonym of ‘res publica’: which makes one think of Greek πόλις. This identity is further supported by a passage in book 2 where Cicero says that he will not, like some ‘docti homines’, begin his discussion of ‘res publica’ with the first union of male and female etc. Presumably he has in mind the sort of account of the origins of the πόλις that we meet in Aristotle. On the other hand, his definition of ‘res publica’ suggests not the πόλις but some property of the πόλις.

What sets ‘res publica’ apart from all these putative Greek equivalents (except perhaps πόλις) is its quite extraordinary capacity to attract metaphors. Drexler’s long article ‘Res publica’ presents page upon page of lists and instances of those used simply by Cicero and Livy. Thus for example it is subject to ruin, destruction, dishonour, danger, calamity, loss, shipwreck, rocks and whirlpools, darkness, and eternal night. The ill-disposed betray, disturb, wound, destroy, oppress, shake, and do violence to it, although it is healed, refreshed, supported, steadied, and strengthened by the right-minded. An unusually large number of these and similar locutions are to be found in Cicero’s forensic speeches in the years immediately preceding composition of the Republic, especially in the postdictoral orations of 57 and 56 BC, and among these above all Pro Sestio (56). This should serve to remind us not only that the concept of res publica is deeply embedded in the Roman imagination and its characteristic speech-patterns, but that Cicero’s engagement in the Republic with the question of the best constitution for the res publica is intimately connected with his involvement in the politics in Rome and his concern for its stability and integrity in the face of the threats posed by the triumvirs and their moles.

III. Res Populi

At 1. 39 Cicero gives what Augustine calls his ‘brief definition’ of res publica as res populi. Whether this is intended as a formal philosophical definition we may well doubt from the very outset. Cicero has just made Scipio express his aversion to the kind of precision in definition which is more difficult to understand than the actual thing being defined (1. 38). Such precision is evidently associated with what Cicero takes to be recognizable as the standard practice of the philosophical schools, from which he distances himself elsewhere in Rep. Moreover, while ‘populi’ draws out an implication of ‘publica’, the meaning of ‘res’ and the analysis of res publica as a concept are left entirely undiscussed. ‘Res populi’ picks out just one key feature of res publica, evidently for a particular purpose, that is as I shall argue—to supply a criterion of legitimacy of forms of government. Whether the introduction of the definition is due to Varro (as one stray bit of evidence suggests) or to Cicero himself, it did the look of a wholly Roman concept: although Polybius’...
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expression τὰ κοινὰ τοῦ πλῆθους, 'the common affairs of the people' (6. 8. 3), should make us cautious about such judgments. What is uniquely Roman is its use in definition as a tool of philosophical criticism.

The criterion furnished by the definition has two components: (A) the idea of populus itself, and (B) the proposition that res publica is the res of a populus. Cicero does more to explicate (A) than (B).

The primary characterization of populus is as follows:

populus autem non omnis hominum coetus quaeque modo congregatus sed coetus multitudinis iuris consensu et utilitatis communione sociatus.

(B) It is not any and every collection of human beings, but only a collection of a mass which forms a society by virtue of (i) agreement with respect to justice and (ii) sharing in advantage.

There has been considerable discussion in the literature about the philosophical pedigree of this account of populus: Is it Aristotelian? Is it Stoic? etc. This preoccupation with its provenance has been unfortunate, since it has diverted attention from the more important question of Cicero’s use of the ingredients of the account, as indeed of the idea of res populi itself, in the ensuing argument.

In fact (i) and (ii) have a central place in all major Greek theories of society. The brevity of Cicero’s formulation of them and the vagueness of the connection he suggests that what he wanted at this point was a generally accepted story which could then be put to critical use later in the theory.

A more pointed doctrinal stance emerges in the rider which is immediately added:

cuae autem prima causa coetati est non tam imbecillitas quam naturalis quaedam hominum quasi congratuatios non est enim singulare nec solitum vagum genus hoc, sed in quantum quidem rerum admixitus copius . . .

But the first cause of the coming together is not so much weakness as what one might call a sort of herding instinct natural to human beings; for this species is not ungregarious or solitary, but is born of such a nature that not even under conditions of great adversity (for any sort of human being to be isolated from his fellow humans).

Here Cicero goes out of his way to distance himself from the key motivational ingredient in the contractualist account as told e.g. by Glaucous.

Cicero’s Definition of Res Publica

Glaucus in Rep. 2 or in Epicurean theory. The very word ‘imbecillitas’ indicates the indirect reminiscence of Glaucus’s story. In book 3 Cicero has Philippus rehearse the version of that story which Carneades told in the second leg of his famous argumentum in uranique partem about justice. When Carneades turned to refutation of Plato’s position, he borrowed as its theoretical basis Glaucus’s explanation of justice as a contract founded on weakness. The second part of 3. 23 is little more than a Latin paraphrase of Plato Rep. 358c–359b (esp. 359a–b). As Glaucus makes ἀποστασία τοῦ οὖρεύων (‘weakness when it comes to wronging others’) the crux, so Philippus concludes: ‘lustiges non natura nec voluntas, sed imbecillitas mater est’ (‘Not nature nor choice, but weakness is mother of justice’). When, therefore, Cicero rejects imbecillitas as cause of the association which constitutes a populus, he signals rejection of the contractualist story on the matter. What he puts in its place is an idea which has no less obvious Aristotelian and Stoic associations: the thesis that among human beings there is a natural tendency to herd together. His assertion of this thesis comes as something of a surprise, for both in the early De Inventione (1. 2–3) and as recently as pro Sestio 92–2 he had subscribed to an account of the origins of society which implies that men have no natural instinct for association. If their capacity for civilization and justice was to be developed, an initiative had to be taken by a rational leader who could persuade men to live in society according to a system of justice. Rep. 1. 39 implies abandonment of this position, and its stress on the naturalness of the impulse to society is reasserted not only in the sequel De Legibus (1. 35) but ten years later in De Officis (1. 12, 157–8, etc.).

But we should not dwell too long on the Aristotelian/Stoic rider to (A). For the purposes of Cicero’s main argument in Rep. what counts is (A) itself, and its ingredients (ii) and particularly (i), the provision that the persons who make up a populus do so by virtue of agreement with respect to justice (‘huris consensus . . . sociatus’). One criterion of the non-existence of res publica in a regime or setup is the dissolution of the mutuality and moral consensus which bind society together. So Rep. 3. 43:

τὸν θάλον ἄντι τοῦ λαοῦ, τὸν οὐκ ἀνάμειναι, τὸν δικαίωμα καὶ τὸν εὐθεῖον ἄνω συμμετέχειν καὶ τὸν εἰρωνεύοντα τὸν ἐν συνεργείᾳ τοῦ κοινοῦ καὶ τῷ καθολικῷ.
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What Cicero seems to have in mind by 'consensus' is indicated by such expressions as 'commune ius', 'shared justice' (Rep. 1. 47) or 'societas iuris', 'association based on justice' (Leg. 1. 35)—a shared sense of justice reflected in the moral life and institutional arrangements of a society.

It is easy to see that the communal sense of justice will very likely collapse under tyranny. But Cicero appears to have reserved his fiercest rhetoric to diagnose and exorcise its destruction under popular rule. If one looked to (B), the stipulation that res publica is the res of the populii, it might appear that the security of the res publica is paradigmatically guaranteed under a popular government. Are not public affairs then uncontroversially in the hands of the populii? Not so, says Cicero. (B) can be satisfied only if the populii which wields power really is a populii. And that will be the case only if (A), the idea of the populii spelled out in Cicero's definition, is realized. When a mob takes control, there is no common respect for justice, and so the key element in the definition of (A) is missing, as it is not in a law-governed democracy (Rep. 3. 45):

S. Vecio amm al tertium genus illud, in quo esse videbatur fortasse angustiae, cum per populium agi discutere esse in populi potestate omnia, cum de quoadunque volit, supplicium sumit multitudo, cum agunt, raptum, tumet, dissipant, quae volunt, potestem tum, Laeli, auque rem esse illam publicam, cum populi sit omnia, quantum quidem populii esse rem velimus rem publicam?

Tum Laelius: Ac nullam quidem cithara negaverint esse rem publicam, quia istam, quae tota plaga sit in multitudine potestate, non sibi nobis non placet. Sycamorus fuisse rem publicam neque Agrigentum neque Athenis, cum essent tyranni, nec huc, cum decernimus, non video, qui magis in multitudinis dominato rei publicae nonnominem, quisquam minus populii non est, ut ut optimum deficiat, Scipio, nisi qui consensu iuris continetur, sed est tum tyrannus iste conventus, quam si etiam unius, hoc

* Cicero is of course alert to the appropriation of the concept populii by politicians, reduced to be 'populii', who exposed democratic causes. He has no difficulty in representing this as a misappropriation, often with set and venom, as e.g. at Sert. 1. 103-74. See Neusser (1972).
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etiam tacter, quis nihil ista, quae populii spectat et nomen iuris, immutans belaus est.

(Sophys): I come now to that third form of government, in which there will perhaps appear to be difficulties for us. When all things are said to be administered by the people and all to be in the power of the people; when the mass inflicts punishment on whoever it wishes; when they hunt down, plunder, take into possession, and squander whatever they wish; then can you deny, Laelius, that this is a res publica, when all things belong to the people—since of course we want res publica to be the res of the people?

Laelius: There is no res I would sooner insist is not a res publica than the one which is obviously wholly in the power of the mass. For if we agreed that there was no res publica at Syracuse or at Agrigentum or in Athens when there were tyrants, nor here at Rome when there were democritae, I do not see any more reason for the name of res publica to turn up in the case of the domination of the mass. In the first place, I take it that there in no people, according to your excellent definition, Scipio, unless that people is held together by agreement with respect to justice. The sort of assembly you describe is as much a tyrant as if it were a single person—and the more hideous a tyrant because nothing is more dreadful than that monster which imitates the form and name of a people.

And 3. 43 has already argued that under tyranny agreement respecting justice collapses.

It is time to say something about (B), the proposition that res publica is the res of the populii. As we have noted, Cicero does not attempt a formal account of res nor does he indicate what sort of genitive this is. I offer as a working paraphrase 'the affairs and interests of the populii'. How does (B) function in the argument of Rep.? Augustine reports on book 3 as follows (CD 2. 21):

decret inde quanta sit in disputando definitionem utilitas, etque en illis definitionibus colligit tunc esse res publicam, id est res populii, cum haec est hominum liberum venire ab uno rego sine ab universo populo.

(Nest he explains the usefulness of definition in argument. From these defi-
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And 3. 43 has already argued that under tyranny agreement respecting justice collapses.

S. Vecio amm al tertium genus illud, in quo esse videbatur fortasse angustiae, cum per populium agi discutere esse in populi potestate omnia, cum de quoadunque volit, supplicium sumit multitudo, cum agunt, raptum, tumet, dissipant, quae volunt, potestem tum, Laeli, auque rem esse illam publicam, cum populi sit omnia, quantum quidem populii esse rem velimus rem publicam?

Tum Laelius: Ac nullam quidem cithara negaverint esse rem publicam, quia istam, quae tota plaga sit in multitudine potestate, non sibi nobis non placet. Sycamorus fuisse rem publicam neque Agrigentum neque Athenis, cum essent tyranni, nec huc, cum decernimus, non video, qui magis in multitudinis dominato rei publicae nonnominem, quisquam minus populii non est, ut ut optimum deficiat, Scipio, nisi qui consensu iuris continetur, sed est tum tyrannus iste conventus, quam si etiam unius, hoc

* Cicero is of course alert to the appropriation of the concept populii by politicians, reduced to be 'populii', who exposed democratic causes. He has no difficulty in representing this as a misappropriation, often with set and venom, as e.g. at Sert. 1. 103-74. See Neusser (1972).
conception of \textit{populus} such as is supplied by Cicero's explication of \textit{(A)}. The requirement that the \textit{res populi} be 'conducted well and justly' is no doubt an authentically Ciceronian formulation. But in practice Cicero seems mostly to work with a more determinate conception of the conditions for the existence of \textit{res populi}, which can be expressed in negative terms as follows: 'Where there is a set-up such that the people's affairs are conducted as though they were not its affairs but those of the ruler or ruling party, or its interests are not adequately consulted by the ruler, there is no \textit{res populi}, and therefore no \textit{res publica}.' In book \textit{I} Cicero attributes to democratic ideology a stronger criterion: unless the people has direct control over its own affairs, there is no \textit{res populi}, and therefore no \textit{res publica}. But while he allows that direct popular control is one form of legitimate set-up, he himself does not agree that it is the best nor that there can be no \textit{res populi} without it.

To sum up our discussion so far: a constitutional set-up will qualify as a \textit{res publica} if and only if \textit{(B)} the government in conducting public affairs adequately consults the interests of the people, which \textit{(A')} forms a society in virtue of agreement on justice and of common advantage. Tyranny, oligarchy, and mob rule all fail this test. Augustine (\textit{CD} 2. 21) suggests that tyranny and oligarchy fail it because they do not meet condition \textit{(B)}, whereas in the case of mob rule condition \textit{(A')} is what is not satisfied. Under tyranny and oligarchy there is no \textit{res populi}; when the mob is in charge then strictly speaking there is not even a \textit{populus}. This suggestion is too neat as it stands. Undoubtedly the failure to meet condition \textit{(B)} is stressed in the discussion of tyranny and oligarchy, but we have already seen Cicero denying that under a tyrant there really is a \textit{populus}, precisely on the ground that condition \textit{(A')} is not satisfied. And while in his treatment of mob rule he certainly emphasizes the non-satisfaction of \textit{(A')}, we shall shortly note evidence that he also presented a distinct argument for a claim tantamount to the thesis that \textit{(B')} is not satisfied either: if a people degenerates into a mob, someone else should take control of its affairs—because it is incapable of managing them properly itself. Theoretically it would be possible for a constitution to satisfy \textit{(A')} but not \textit{(B')} or \textit{(B')} but not \textit{(A')}. Cicero evidently thinks that that is not how the world actually works. To hazard a guess at his reasoning, corruption in government leads to the corruption of society itself, as perhaps—if we may so gloss Augustine—in the cases of tyranny and oligarchy; and vice versa, as perhaps in the case of mob rule.

Our account of \textit{(B)} has up to now omitted the most interesting and important feature of Cicero's handling of \textit{res populi}. What he has in mind by \textit{res populi} is 'the affairs and interests of the people'. But 3. 43 ff. is written as though the expression actually meant 'the property of the people'. Laelius agrees with Scipio that under an oligarchic faction like the Thirty in Athens or the \\
\textit{decemviri} at Rome (3. 44): 'Populi nulla res erat, immo vero id populus egit, ut cernam recuperaret' ('There was no \textit{res} belonging to the people. Indeed, the people took steps precisely to recover its own \textit{res}'). Under the tyrant Dionysius of Syracuse (3. 43): 'nihil... populi et uniis erat populus ipsi' ('Nothing belonged to the people, and the people itself belonged to a single man'). And in an argument about mob rule whose first phrases only are preserved, Cicero seems to have reasoned by analogy that sometimes it will be imperative to deprive the people of control over its \textit{res}, just as the law gives control (\textit{potestas}) over a madman's property to his relatives (3. 45). The idea is presumably not that \textit{res publica} is literally speaking property, but rather that the affairs and interests of the people may be conceived metaphorically as its property. When a tyrant or a faction tramples on the proper interests of the people, or conducts its affairs as though they were private affairs, then it is as if there is a theft of public property.

Why did Cicero construe \textit{res populi} in terms of the property metaphor? Two of the three specific contexts in Rep. 3 in which we find the metaphor are concerned with the liberty of the \textit{populus}. This prompts the conjecture that Cicero sees the metaphor as an attractive means of bringing out the intimate connection between the conditions on the existence of \textit{res publica} and the conditions of political liberty. His thesis is that a \textit{populus} has no liberty if its \textit{res} is taken into the possession of a tyrant or faction. He goes so far as to say that in these circumstances the \textit{populus} itself belongs to someone else (3. 43). If liberty is to have its claims ('vindicate') heard, the \textit{populus} must recover its \textit{res} (3. 44).

The conjecture finds some confirmation in the argument for democracy which Cicero rehearses in Rep. 1. 48. The democratic argument first interprets political liberty as the idea of the
populus being in a position to maintain its rights ('his suum tenere'). This idea is then taken to entail that the populus will be master ('dominans') of laws, the courts, peace, war, treaties, the life or death of the individual, money. Only in these circumstances can we speak of a res publica, i.e. res populi; and this is why it commonly happens that a populus will claim ('vindicare') its res from the domination ('dominatio') of a king or an oligarchy into liberty—or as one might otherwise put it, into its own domination. Here as well as the property metaphor the vocabulary of the rights and claims of a 'dominus', master, is introduced into discussion of liberty (cf. also 3. 45-6).

Hence a clue to Cicero's thinking. The notion that the populus should own its own res is not itself the point. What Cicero has in view is an idea about rights which the metaphor enables him to express. If the populus possesses its own res, then it follows that it has rights over its management and use. And the ability to exercise those rights is what political liberty consists in. Cicero is himself deeply opposed to the democratic assumption that the power of the populus over its res should be limited, and that consequently there should be no constraints on political liberty. But he is clear that it should have some such power, and that consequently a degree of political liberty is essential to a true res publica. I hope I have been able to show how, although the definition of res publica makes no mention of liberty, consideration of the conditions under which there can be a res publica leads Cicero to identify these with the conditions of political liberty, provided that res populi is construed in terms of the property metaphor.

At 3. 43 Cicero observes that, according to his argument, tyranny is not a vicious form of res publica, but no res publica at all. This apt remark is offered as a correction to the account of constitutions presented in book 1. Cicero is concerned not just with discriminating between good and bad constitutions, but with the more basic issue of determining what makes government as such legitimate. For where through failure of condition (B) there is no true res publica, the reason will usually be that the regime in power has abused or infringed or wholly removed the rights of the populus over its own res. Aristotle talks of concern for the common good as a test of a correct constitution. He operates with a notion of the city as a collection of citizens whose interests the constitution is there to safeguard. By focusing his discussion on the notion of populus and
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...its rights, Cicero effectively creates an entirely new theory, cast in a legal vocabulary which has no parallel in Greek generally or in Greek political philosophy in particular. Its legal inspiration makes it a distinctively Roman contribution to political thought.

IV. 'Consilium' and Government as Trust

There the argument might rest. To say no more, however, would give a very misleading picture of Cicero's argument in Rep. It could suggest that, although he is not an extreme democrat, his political theory is none the less in essence democratic, since at its heart stands the populus and the rights of the populus over its own res. What needs to be explained is how Rep. makes a fundamental recognition of popular sovereignty with an unshakeable and deep-seated commitment to aristocracy as the best practicable system of government.

The crucial text is 1. 43-7: a passage where various ideas borrowed from Greek theory are reshaped and harnessed to an argument about consilium. Here Cicero in recapitulating his definitions of populus and res publica advances the thesis (1. 43): 'omnis res publica, quae ut dixi populi res est, consilium quodam regendae est, ut diutum sit' ('Every res publica, which as I have said is the res of the populus, must be ruled with a certain amount of deliberation (consilium) if it is to attain any permanence'). Two provisions relating to this consilium are then stipulated. First, it must always be related to the cause which generated the organization of the populus in the first place. This means that deliberation and policy have to be focused on the common advantage and formulated in accordance with the common sense of justice prevailing in the society. They must 'preserve that bond which first bound men among themselves in the society of the res publica' (1. 42). Second, the power of consilium has to be put in someone's hands: either one man or a chosen group; or else the mass—everybody—must take it upon itself. Cicero is clear that the third solution is much the worst, even though the basic conditions for the existence of a res publica may be satisfied, and although his recipe for a mixed constitution includes a monarchical element, exemplified at Rome in the institution of the consulship, he prefers to conceive this in terms of executive power ('potestas'), commanding the affection and
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respect due to kingship, rather than of the more fundamental authority ('euctoritas') of properly deliberated policy (2. 15, 56–8). Such policy is best secured by entrusting the making of it largely to an elected aristocracy. And the prominence accorded in Rep. 1. 41–3 to the need for consilium indicates the pre-eminence Cicero accords to the aristocratic ingredient in his constitutional scheme.

If confirmation of this verdict is needed, we can find it in the slightly earlier Pro Sestio (56-50). At Sent. 132 Cicero reminds the court how their ancestors exhibited great wisdom in creating the Roman constitution:

cum regum potestate non tulasint, sua magistratu summis creaverer, ut consilium senatus rei publicae praeposcent semperurum, delgeretur autem in id consilium ab universo populo adnusque in illam sumnum ordinem omnium civium industria ac virtutis pataret. Senatum rei publicae custodem, presidium, propagatorem coacervaverunt; haec ordinis autocratiae ut magistratus atque ministros gessisseta consulii esse voluerant; senatum autem ipsum proconsularum ordinum confirmare, plebis libertatem et commoda taeni atque aegre voluerant.

(Since they could not find the power of kings tolerable, they created annual magistrates. Their idea was to set the consilium of the senate to preside over the res publica for ever, but to have them [i.e. the senators] chosen for that consilium by the people as a whole, and to make admission to the highest order open to the industry and virtue of all the citizens. They set up the senate as guardian, president and champion of the res publica. They wanted the magistrates to avail themselves of the authority of this body and to act as if they were servants of its most weighty consilium. But they also wanted the senate itself to be strengthened by the prestige of the orders closest to it, in order to protect and enliven the liberty and advantages of the common people.)

The key role which Cicero both here and in Rep. assigns to consilium, and to the elected aristocracy he thinks best equipped to formulate it, reflects his own strongest convictions and, of course, his tenacious self-image. As early as the Verreses (70-60) he was arguing that the res publica could best be defended by the consilium of the senate (Verr. II 1. 4). In the Philippics (44-50) he tells the senators that they are initiators of public consilium (as at Dom. 102, Sent. 97), but that they are authors of the most far-reaching consilium there can be, on behalf of the whole world (Phil. 3. 34; cf. 4-14). It is notorious that he is for ever claiming for himself the accolade of having liberated (Cat. 3. 14; Sull. 33) and preserved (Dom.
the discussion of the kings (2. 30, 56–8). But presumably because the sovereignty of the populare under the Republic is not something his readers would have doubted, as they might well have done for the regal period, it gets no particular attention. The populare liber is treated simply as one of the key elements in the republican system, which makes an indispensable input, albeit mostly passive, in all major developments.

For the idea that a populare is best advised to entrust itself to an elected aristocracy our only explicit evidence in Rep. comes in the argument for aristocracy which Cicero expounds in book 7. After criticism of use of the lot as like picking passengers at random to steer the ship, an alternative is recommended (1. 51):

quodsi liber populare deligat quibus se committere, delegetque, ut modo salus
esse vult, optimum quemque, certe in optimorum consilii positae est civilitate salus.

(But if a free people will select persons to entrust itself to, and if—given only that it wants to be safe—it will select all the best, then assuredly it follows that the safety of cities is placed in the consilii of the best.)

This passage not only articulates the obvious justification of aristocratic rule within the framework of popular sovereignty which is already adumbrated in 1. 42. Its doctrine of government as trust is echoed in some famous passages in De Officis (44 sq.) which sum up Cicero’s reflections on the subject at the end of a long public life. After sketching the principal concerns of statesmanship, he says (Off. I. 85):

ut enim tuta, ut procerum ret publicae ad eorum utilitatem qui commissis sunt, non ad eorum quibus commissa eis, gubernas est.

(As with the office of a guardian, so management of res publica should be conducted in the interests of those who are entrusted to one’s care, not in the interests of those to whom management has been entrusted.)

And on the duties of a magistrate (1. 124):?

6 'Tuta' and 'procerum' have echo the description of the 'optimus aedilis': he must be good, wise, and experienced in the interests and sense of dignity of citizens 'quasi tutor et procurator rei publicae'—like a sort of guardian and manager of the res publica' (2. 51).

7 As Wood (1988: 134) notes, the remark about the trust enjoyed by the magistrate echoes what he had said twenty-five years before of the office of quaestor which he had held in Italy. Verr. 25. 35.
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nus debereque esse dignitatem et decus sustineris, servare leges, iura discribere, ea fierte non esse commissa mensula.

It is therefore the special responsibility of a magistrate to understand that he represents the city, and ought to maintain its dignity and distinction, preserve its laws, dispense justice, and remember what has been entrusted to his good faith.

In its turn talk of 'fides' puts one in mind of other claims of the De Officis, e.g. 1. 23: 'fides fundamentum iustitiae', 'good faith is the basis of justice'; and 2. 84: ' nec enim ultra res vel ne meritorius res publicam continet quam fides', 'nothing keeps the res publica in being more actively than good faith'.

The vocabulary of 'tutela', 'se committere', and 'fides' reflects a characteristicly Roman institution and a distinctively Roman virtue. As Margaret Atkins has argued in her 'Domina et Regina Vatinum': fides as mutual trust and trustworthiness plays a large and varied role in Roman moral and political thought about the agent of society that has no real analogue in Greek culture, which talks in a more restricted range of contexts about δύναμις, conceding talk of 'tutela' may put us in mind of Plato’s 'guardians', especially since Off. 1. 85 appeals to Platonic authority. But Plato is thinking in the first instance of a military garrison: his δύναμεις are guards rather than guardians, as his favoured comparison with watch-dogs confirms. A much closer analogue is Polybius’ idea (6. 3. 4–3) that when nobles have overthrown a monarchy, the people will treat them as champions (προστάται) and entrust (ἐπιστρέφουσα) their affairs to them, a trust (ἐπιστρέφουσα) which they will be expected to administer like guardians (κηδεμονικός) or guards (φυλακτικός). Yet the legal connotations of guardianship are exploited only by Cicero, and he peculiarly appropriate to his conception of the relation of governors and governed as they would not be to Platonic or Aristotelian theory, where the notion of popular sovereignty over a res which is to be entrusted to the management of others finds no place—although of course government lies to be in the interest of the governed.)